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Ramsey Theory on the Integers

2004

ramsey theory is the study of the structure of mathematical objects that is preserved
under partitions in its full generality ramsey theory is quite powerful but can
quickly become complicated by limiting the focus of this book to ramsey theory
applied to the set of integers the authors have produced a gentle but meaningful
introduction to an important and enticing branch of modern mathematics ramsey theory
on the integers offers students something quite rare for a book at this level a
glimpse into the world of mathematical research and the opportunity for them to begin
pondering unsolved problems in addition to being the first truly accessible book on
ramsey theory this innovative book also provides the first cohesive study of ramsey
theory on the integers it contains perhaps the most substantial account of solved and
unsolved problems in this blossoming subarea of ramsey theory the result is a
breakthrough book that will engage students teachers and researchers alike

Lure of the Integers

2020-07-31

bestselling author and physicist stephen hawking explores the masterpieces of
mathematics 25 landmarks spanning 2 500 years and representing the work of 15
mathematicians including augustin cauchy bernard riemann and alan turing this
extensive anthology allows readers to peer into the mind of genius by providing them
with excerpts from the original mathematical proofs and results it also helps them
understand the progression of mathematical thought and the very foundations of our
present day technologies each chapter begins with a biography of the featured
mathematician clearly explaining the significance of the result followed by the full
proof of the work reproduced from the original publication

God Created The Integers

2007-03-29

the authors assemble a fascinating collection of topics from analytic number theory
that provides an introduction to the subject with a very clear and unique focus on
the anatomy of integers that is on the study of the multiplicative structure of the
integers some of the most important topics presented are the global and local
behavior of arithmetic functions an extensive study of smooth numbers the hardy
ramanujan and landau theorems characters and the dirichlet theorem the abc conjecture
along with some of its applications and sieve methods the book concludes with a whole
chapter on the index of composition of an integer one of this book s best features is
the collection of problems at the end of each chapter that have been chosen carefully
to reinforce the material the authors include solutions to the even numbered problems
making this volume very appropriate for readers who want to test their understanding
of the theory presented in the book

Analytic Number Theory

2023-07-31

excerpt from elements of the theory of integers the book has sprung from a desire to
put the ele mentary theory of numbers in a logical form starting from the three
fundamental ideas of number equality and sum with their axioms building up a system
of theorems on these fundamental ideas and then by as natural a process as possible
introducing the derived ideas of greater less difference integer product quotient and
so forth about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
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are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Integers

1964

over the past few decades there has been increased interest in how students and
teachers think and learn about negative numbers from a variety of perspectives in
particular there has been debate about when integers should be taught and how to
teach them to best support students learning this book brings together recent work
from researchers to illuminate the state of our understanding about issues related to
integer addition and subtraction with a goal of highlighting how the variety of
perspectives support each other or contribute to the field in unique ways in
particular this book focuses on three main areas of integer work students thinking
models and metaphors and teachers thinking each chapter highlights a theoretically
guided study centered on integer addition and subtraction internationally known
scholars help connect the perspectives and offer additional insights through section
commentaries this book is an invaluable resource to those who are interested in
mathematics education and numerical thinking

Elements of the Theory of Integers (Classic Reprint)

2017-10-12

bestselling author and physicist stephen hawking explores the masterpieces of
mathematics 25 landmarks spanning 2 500 years and representing the work of 15
mathematicians including augustin cauchy bernard riemann and alan turing this
extensive anthology allows readers to peer into the mind of genius by providing them
with excerpts from the original mathematical proofs and results it also helps them
understand the progression of mathematical thought and the very foundations of our
present day technologies each chapter begins with a biography of the featured
mathematician clearly explaining the significance of the result followed by the full
proof of the work reproduced from the original publication

Exploring the Integer Addition and Subtraction Landscape

2018-08-24

who would have thought that listing the positive integers along with their most
remarkable properties could end up being such an engaging and stimulating adventure
the author uses this approach to explore elementary and advanced topics in classical
number theory a large variety of numbers are contemplated fermat numbers mersenne
primes powerful numbers sublime numbers wieferich primes insolite numbers sastry
numbers voracious numbers to name only a few the author also presents short proofs of
miscellaneous results and constantly challenges the reader with a variety of old and
new number theory conjectures this book becomes a platform for exploring new concepts
such as the index of composition and the index of isolation of an integer in addition
the book displays several tables of particular families of numbers including the list
of all 88 narcissistic numbers and the list of the eight known numbers which are not
prime powers but which can be written as the sum of the cubes of their prime factors
and in each case with the algorithm used to create them

Table of the First Ten Powers of the Integers from 1 to
1000

1939

although students of analysis are familiar with real and complex numbers few
treatments of analysis deal with the development of such numbers in any depth an
understanding of number systems at a fundamental level is necessary for a deeper
grasp of analysis beginning with elementary concepts from logic and set theory this
book develops in turn the natural numbers the integers and the rational real and
complex numbers the development is motivated by the need to solve polynomial
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equations and the book concludes by proving that such equations have solutions in the
complex number system

God Created The Integers

2007-03-29

this book began life as a set of notes that i developed for a course at the
university of washington entitled introduction to modern algebra for tea ers
originally conceived as a text for future secondary school mathematics teachers it
has developed into a book that could serve well as a text in an
dergraduatecourseinabstractalgebraoracoursedesignedasanintroduction to higher
mathematics this book di ers from many undergraduate algebra texts in fundamental
ways the reasons lie in the book s origin and the goals i set for the course the
course is a two quarter sequence required of students intending to f ll the
requirements of the teacher preparation option for our b a degree in mathematics or
of the teacher preparation minor it is required as well of those intending to
matriculate in our university s master s in teaching p gram for secondary mathematics
teachers this is the principal course they take involving abstraction and proof and
they come to it with perhaps as little background as a year of calculus and a quarter
of linear algebra the mathematical ability of the students varies widely as does
their level of ma ematical interest

Integers

1972

a well written inviting textbook designed for a one semester junior level course in
elementary number theory the intended audience will have had exposure to proof
writing but not necessarily to abstract algebra that audience will be well prepared
by this text for a second semester course focusing on algebraic number theory the
approach throughout is geometric and intuitive there are over 400 carefully designed
exercises which include a balance of calculations conjectures and proofs there are
also nine substantial student projects on topics not usually covered in a first
semester course including bernoulli numbers and polynomials geometric approaches to
number theory the adic numbers quadratic extensions of the integers and arithmetic
generating functions

Those Fascinating Numbers

2009

this volume contains selected refereed papers based on lectures presented at the
integers conference 2011 an international conference in combinatorial number theory
that was held in carrollton georgia united states in october 2011 this was the fifth
integers conference held bi annually since 2003 it featured plenary lectures
presented by ken ono carla savage laszlo szekely frank thorne and julia wolf along
with sixty other research talks this volume consists of ten refereed articles which
are expanded and revised versions of talks presented at the conference they represent
a broad range of topics in the areas of number theory and combinatorics including
multiplicative number theory additive number theory game theory ramsey theory
enumerative combinatorics elementary number theory the theory of partitions and
integer sequences

The Number Systems of Analysis

2003-09-05

a concise work on important topics in number theory this classic text was devised by
a prominent twentieth century mathematician developed from a series of presentations
to adult education courses it explains the essentials of mathematics in a manner
accessible to high school and college students as well as to other readers book
jacket
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Integers, Polynomials, and Rings

2003-12-04

sums of squares of integers covers topics in combinatorial number theory as they
relate to counting representations of integers as sums of a certain number of squares
the book introduces a stimulating area of number theory where research continues to
proliferate it is a book of firsts namely it is the first book to combine liouville s
element

An Open Door to Number Theory

2018-05-03

a concrete approach to abstract algebra presents a solid and highly accessible
introduction to abstract algebra by providing details on the building blocks of
abstract algebra it begins with a concrete and thorough examination of familiar
objects such as integers rational numbers real numbers complex numbers complex
conjugation and polynomials the author then builds upon these familiar objects and
uses them to introduce and motivate advanced concepts in algebra in a manner that is
easier to understand for most students exercises provide a balanced blend of
difficulty levels while the quantity allows the instructor a latitude of choices the
final four chapters present the more theoretical material needed for graduate study
this text will be of particular interest to teachers and future teachers as it links
abstract algebra to many topics which arise in courses in algebra geometry
trigonometry precalculus and calculus presents a more natural rings first approach to
effectively leading the student into the the abstract material of the course by the
use of motivating concepts from previous math courses to guide the discussion of
abstract algebra bridges the gap for students by showing how most of the concepts
within an abstract algebra course are actually tools used to solve difficult but well
known problems builds on relatively familiar material integers polynomials and moves
onto more abstract topics while providing a historical approach of introducing groups
first as automorphisms exercises provide a balanced blend of difficulty levels while
the quantity allows the instructor a latitude of choices

Combinatorial Number Theory

2013-08-29

this book began life as a set of notes that i developed for a course at the
university of washington entitled introduction to modern algebra for tea ers
originally conceived as a text for future secondary school mathematics teachers it
has developed into a book that could serve well as a text in an
dergraduatecourseinabstractalgebraoracoursedesignedasanintroduction to higher
mathematics this book di ers from many undergraduate algebra texts in fundamental
ways the reasons lie in the book s origin and the goals i set for the course the
course is a two quarter sequence required of students intending to f ll the
requirements of the teacher preparation option for our b a degree in mathematics or
of the teacher preparation minor it is required as well of those intending to
matriculate in our university s master s in teaching p gram for secondary mathematics
teachers this is the principal course they take involving abstraction and proof and
they come to it with perhaps as little background as a year of calculus and a quarter
of linear algebra the mathematical ability of the students varies widely as does
their level of ma ematical interest

The Solution of Equations in Integers

1960

the number field sieve is an algorithm for finding the prime factors of large
integers it depends on algebraic number theory proposed by john pollard in 1988 the
method was used in 1990 to factor the ninth fermat number a 155 digit integer the
algorithm is most suited to numbers of a special form but there is a promising
variant that applies in general this volume contains six research papers that
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describe the operation of the number field sieve from both theoretical and practical
perspectives pollard s original manuscript is included in addition there is an
annotated bibliography of directly related literature

Integers and Theory of Numbers

1955

there is a nineteen year recurrence in the apparent position of the sun and moon
against the background of the stars a pattern observed long ago by the babylonians in
the course of those nineteen years the earth experiences 235 lunar cycles suppose we
calculate the ratio of earth s period about the sun to the moon s period about earth
that ratio has 235 19 as one of its early continued fraction convergents which
explains the apparent periodicity exploring continued fractions explains this and
other recurrent phenomena astronomical transits and conjunctions lifecycles of
cicadas eclipses by way of continued fraction expansions the deeper purpose is to
find patterns solve puzzles and discover some appealing number theory the reader will
explore several algorithms for computing continued fractions including some new to
the literature he or she will also explore the surprisingly large portion of number
theory connected to continued fractions pythagorean triples diophantine equations the
stern brocot tree and a number of combinatorial sequences the book features a
pleasantly discursive style with excursions into music the well tempered clavier
history the ishango bone and plimpton 322 classics the shape of more s utopia and
whimsy dropping a black hole on earth s surface andy simoson has won both the
chauvenet prize and pólya award for expository writing from the maa and his voltaire
s riddle was a choice magazine outstanding academic title this book is an enjoyable
ramble through some beautiful mathematics for most of the journey the only necessary
prerequisites are a minimal familiarity with mathematical reasoning and a sense of
fun

Sums of Squares of Integers

2005-12-09

the book is mostly devoted to the study of the prime factors of integers their size
and their quantity to good bounds on the number of integers with different properties
for example those with only large prime factors and to the distribution of divisors
of integers in a given interval in particular various estimates concerning smooth
numbers are developed a large emphasis is put on the study of additive and
multiplicative functions as well as various arithmetic functionssuch as the partition
function more specific topics include the erdos kac theorem cyclotomic polynomials
combinatorial methods quadratic forms zeta functions dirichlet series and l functions
all these create an intimate understanding of the properties of integers and lead to
fascinating andunexpected consequences the volume includes contributions from leading
participants in this active area of research such as kevin ford carl pomerance kannan
soundararajan and gerald tenenbaum

A Concrete Approach to Abstract Algebra

2009-12-28

positive and negative numbers are addressed in this fun book with rhyming text learn
all about absolute value how to compare and order numbers rational values and four
quadrant graphing with easy to understand examples and practice exercises so hop on
the number line and start hopping on your way to learning more about numbers this
book will allow students to recognize that in a multi digit number a digit in one
place represents 10 times as much as it represents in the place to its right and 1 10
of what it represents in the place to its left

Integers, Polynomials, and Rings

2004-01-08

about binomial theorems i m teeming with a lot of news with many cheerful facts about
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the square on the hypotenuse william s gilbert the pirates of penzance act i the
question of divisibility is arguably the oldest problem in mathematics ancient
peoples observed the cycles of nature the day the lunar month and the year and
assumed that each divided evenly into the next civilizations as separate as the
egyptians of ten thousand years ago and the central american mayans adopted a month
of thirty days and a year of twelve months even when the inaccuracy of a 360 day year
became apparent they preferred to retain it and add five intercalary days the number
360 retains its psychological appeal today because it is divisible by many small
integers the technical term for such a number reflects this appeal it is called a
smooth number at the other extreme are those integers with no smaller divisors other
than 1 integers which might be called the indivisibles the mystic qualities of
numbers such as 7 and 13 derive in no small part from the fact that they are
indivisibles the ancient greeks realized that every integer could be written uniquely
as a product of indivisibles larger than 1 what we appropriately call prime numbers
to know the decomposition of an integer into a product of primes is to have a
complete description of all of its divisors

Elements of the Theory of Integers

1931

in working with integers students have difficulties that may extend into middle
school and even adulthood however even young children can display insights into
negative numbers well before receiving formal instruction using a pre test
instruction post test design this study explores how 61 first graders reason about
negative number properties and operations and how their understanding changes
depending on the instruction they receive results of the study indicate that children
build on their existing whole number understanding to develop a central conceptual
structure for integers furthermore the process by which they extend their numerical
central conceptual structure differs among students their initial schemas together
with the form of the integer instruction influence how they reason about and solve
integer addition and subtraction problems these results highlight the need to revisit
the placement duration and content of integer instruction in curricula

The Development of the Number Field Sieve

2006-11-15

this two volume set collects and presents some fundamentals of mathematics in an
entertaining and performing manner the present volume examines many of the most
important basic results in algebra and number theory along with their proofs and also
their history contents the natural integral and rational numbers division and
factorization in the integers modular arithmetic exceptional numbers pythagorean
triples and sums of squares polynomials and unique factorization field extensions and
splitting fields permutations and symmetric polynomials real numbers the complex
numbers the fundamental theorem of algebra and polynomial equations quadratic number
fields and pell s equation transcendental numbers and the numbers e and π compass and
straightedge constructions and the classical problems euclidean vector spaces

Exploring Continued Fractions: From the Integers to
Solar Eclipses

2019-06-25

hilbert s style has not the terseness of many of our modem authors in mathematics
which is based on the assumption that printer s labor and paper are costly but the
reader s effort and time are not h weyl 143 the purpose of this book is to describe
the classical problems in additive number theory and to introduce the circle method
and the sieve method which are the basic analytical and combinatorial tools used to
attack these problems this book is intended for students who want to lel ill additive
number theory not for experts who already know it for this reason proofs include many
unnecessary and obvious steps this is by design the archetypical theorem in additive
number theory is due to lagrange every nonnegative integer is the sum of four squares
in general the set a of nonnegative integers is called an additive basis of order h
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if every nonnegative integer can be written as the sum of h not necessarily distinct
elements of a lagrange s theorem is the statement that the squares are a basis of
order four the set a is called a basis offinite order if a is a basis of order h for
some positive integer h additive number theory is in large part the study of bases of
finite order the classical bases are the squares cubes and higher powers the
polygonal numbers and the prime numbers the classical questions associated with these
bases are waring s problem and the goldbach conjecture

Anatomy of Integers

2008-01-01

integers is a refereed online journal devoted to research in the area of
combinatorial number theory it publishes original research articles in combinatorics
and number theory topics covered by the journal include additive number theory
multiplicative number theory sequences and sets extremal combinatorics ramsey theory
elementary number theory classical combinatorial problems hypergraphs and
probabilistic number theory integers also houses a combinatorial games section this
work presents all papers of the 2013 volume in book form

Table of the First Ten Powers of the Integers from 1 to
1000

1939

number theory the branch of mathematics that studies the properties of the integers
is a repository of interesting and quite varied problems sometimes impossibly
difficult ones in this book the authors have gathered together a collection of
problems from various topics in number theory that they find beautiful intriguing and
from a certain point of view instructive

Positive and Negative Numbers, Oh My!

2019-06-01

this problem solving book is an introduction to the study of diophantine equations a
class of equations in which only integer solutions are allowed the presentation
features some classical diophantine equations including linear pythagorean and some
higher degree equations as well as exponential diophantine equations many of the
selected exercises and problems are original or are presented with original solutions
an introduction to diophantine equations a problem based approach is intended for
undergraduates advanced high school students and teachers mathematical contest
participants including olympiad and putnam competitors as well as readers interested
in essential mathematics the work uniquely presents unconventional and non routine
examples ideas and techniques

Factorization and Primality Testing

2012-12-06

from polynomials to sums of squares describes a journey through the foothills of
algebra and number theory based around the central theme of factorization the book
begins by providing basic knowledge of rational polynomials then gradually introduces
other integral domains and eventually arrives at sums of squares of integers the text
is complemented with illustrations that feature specific examples other than
familiarity with complex numbers and some elementary number theory very little
mathematical prerequisites are needed the accompanying disk enables readers to
explore the subject further by removing the tedium of doing calculations by hand
throughout the text there are practical activities involving the computer
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Expanding the Numerical Central Conceptual Structure

2011

this undergraduate textbook provides an approachable and thorough introduction to the
topic of algebraic number theory taking the reader from unique factorisation in the
integers through to the modern day number field sieve the first few chapters consider
the importance of arithmetic in fields larger than the rational numbers whilst some
results generalise well the unique factorisation of the integers in these more
general number fields often fail algebraic number theory aims to overcome this
problem most examples are taken from quadratic fields for which calculations are easy
to perform the middle section considers more general theory and results for number
fields and the book concludes with some topics which are more likely to be suitable
for advanced students namely the analytic class number formula and the number field
sieve this is the first time that the number field sieve has been considered in a
textbook at this level

Table of Reciprocals of the Integers from 100,000
Through 200,009

1943

during the academic year 1980 1981 i was teaching at the technion the israeli
institute of technology in haifa the audience was small but con sisted of
particularly gifted and eager listeners unfortunately their back ground varied widely
what could one offer such an audience so as to do justice to all of them i decided to
discuss representations of natural integers as sums of squares starting on the most
elementary level but with the inten tion of pushing ahead as far as possible in some
of the different directions that offered themselves quadratic forms theory of genera
generalizations and modern developments etc according to the interests of the
audience a few weeks after the start of the academic year i received a letter from
professor gian carlo rota with the suggestion that i submit a manuscript for the
encyclopedia of mathematical sciences under his editorship i answered that i did not
have a ready manuscript to offer but that i could use my notes on representations of
integers by sums of squares as the basis for one indeed about that time i had already
started thinking about the possibility of such a book and had in fact quite precise
ideas about the kind of book i wanted it to be

Integers

1976

there is a nineteen year recurrence in the apparent position of the sun and moon
against the background of the stars a pattern observed long ago by the babylonians in
the course of those nineteen years the earth experiences 235 lunar cycles suppose we
calculate the ratio of earth s period about the sun to the moon s period about earth
that ratio has 235 19 as one of its early continued fraction convergents which
explains the apparent periodicity exploring continued fractions explains this and
other recurrent phenomena astronomical transits and conjunctions lifecycles of
cicadas eclipses by way of continued fraction expansions the deeper purpose is to
find patterns solve puzzles and discover some appealing number theory the reader will
explore several algorithms for computing continued fractions including some new to
the literature he or she will also explore the surprisingly large portion of number
theory connected to continued fractions pythagorean triples diophantine equations the
stern brocot tree and a number of combinatorial sequences the book features a
pleasantly discursive style with excursions into music the well tempered clavier
history the ishango bone and plimpton 322 classics the shape of more s utopia and
whimsy dropping a black hole on earth s surface andy simoson has won both the
chauvenet prize and pólya award for expository writing from the maa and his voltaire
s riddle was a choice magazine outstanding academic title this book is an enjoyable
ramble through some beautiful mathematics for most of the journey the only necessary
prerequisites are a minimal familiarity with mathematical reasoning and a sense of
fun
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Algebra and Number Theory

2017-09-11

Additive Number Theory The Classical Bases

1996-06-25

Integers

2014-08-22

Topics in the Theory of Numbers

2003-01-14

FIBONACCI NUMBERS AND INTEGER STRUCTURE.

2018

An Introduction to Diophantine Equations

2010-09-02

From Polynomials to Sums of Squares

2023-05-09

Algebraic Number Theory

2014-06-23

Representations of Integers as Sums of Squares

2012-12-06

Exploring Continued Fractions: From the Integers to
Solar Eclipses

2021-04-30
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